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Abstract—This paper puts forward a novel controller for
joint position tracking of bilateral teleoperation systems sub-
jected simultaneously to time-varying communication delays and
bounded actuation. Enhancing such systems’ robustness to the
larger time delays comes prevalently at the cost of increased
settling time for position synchronization. To this end, we propose
a general and refined form of nP+D controller that not only
mitigates the trade-off between settling time of synchronization
and magnitude of time-delay but also exhibits better transient er-
ror in position convergence. These advantages are brought along
through using capped joint-velocity in the controller, which offers
a blessing in disguise in our presented Lyapunov-based stability
analysis and allows disposing of the limitation that was originally
considered on the nonlinear function’s amplitude in previous
nP+D controllers. We have shown that by setting conditions on
the controller parameters obtained from the analytical study,
the closed-loop dynamics’ asymptotic stability is ensured. The
proposed controller’s efficacy and outperformance are validated
through numerical simulations and experimental evaluations on
a bilateral teleoperation system with multi-DOF robots as the
leader and follower.

Index Terms—Bilateral Teleoperation, Bounded Input, Time-
Varying Delay, Stability and Robustness.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE bilateral teleoperation systems enable operators to
implement tasks remotely through a controlled coupling

between leader and follower robots, where information is
exchanged bidirectionally through the communication chan-
nel between local and remote sites. With teleoperation, the
physical presence in hazardous environments is no longer
necessary for the operators, and the system can provide a safe
and stable platform for remote operations. The advantages of
telemanipulating has consolidated the teleoperation systems
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standing in a wide range of applications such as remote medi-
cal operation [1], [2], underwater telemanipulation [3], haptics-
assisted training [4], telerehabilitation [5], space exploration
[6] and beyond.

Teleoperation comes with distance between robots which
in turn inevitably render exchanged signals delayed when
passing through the communication channels. This can desta-
bilize/degrade the system performance and therefore should
be taken into account [7]–[11]. As far as time-varying delay
goes, it is mostly assumed to be asymmetric in the forward
and backward communication avenues between the operator
and the remote environment [12], [13]. A number of control
schemes have been proposed in the literature to address the
time-varying delay. An LMI-based stability analysis is adopted
in [13] for a proportional plus damping (P+D) controller
proposed for bilateral teleoperation system with time-varying
delays. In [14], based on subsystem decomposition, an adap-
tive control framework is developed for finite-time stability in
bilateral teleoperation with asymmetric time-varying delays.
In [15], a controller based on an extended state observer, a
continuous terminal sliding mode control strategy and a time-
delay part observer is investigated for a bilateral teleoperation
system with time-varying delays. In [16], [17], nP+D like
controllers are developed for nonlinear bilateral teleoperation
with time-varying delays.

In almost all applications of Robotics, the joint actuators
are the key and predominant components of the robotic
manipulators and pragmatically speaking, their output have
a limited amplitude, i.e., they are subject to saturation. In
this regard, input control signals may exceed the saturation
threshold and result in degradation of system’s performance
and even closed-loop instability [18]. It is possible to avoid the
actuators saturation by using sufficiently high-torque actuators
in robots, however, it inevitably will come at the cost of having
large and heavy actuators. This, in turn, will cause further
problems in robot design and control. Therefore, putting
forward a control scheme in which the actuators saturation are
taken into account is of crucial importance and will decrease
the cost of the overall system significantly. In the context
of teleoperation systems, the saturation control has recently
received some attention. In [19], a nonlinear proportional plus
damping (nP+D) control scheme has been utilized to deal with
joint-space synchronization problem of nonlinear teleoperation
system subjected to time-varying delays and actuator satura-
tion. In [20], an anti-windup approach is developed to analyze
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the effect of actuator saturation for the bilateral teleoperation
system subjected to varying time delays. In [21], the prescribed
performance synchronization control approach is developed
based on adaptive neural network for teleoperation system and
auxiliary system is designed to deal with the input saturation.

In this paper, a novel nP+D like controller is developed
to deal with actuators saturation and time-varying delays.
By Lyapunov stability theory, the asymptotic stability of the
nonlinear bilateral teleoperation is proved and the stability
conditions on the controller parameters are established. In free
motion, it is shown that the proposed controller guarantees the
joint position synchronization problem. The contributions of
this paper and its advantages can be summarized as follows.
• In the previous nP+D [19] and similar controllers [16],

[22], [23], the amplitude of the nonlinear function was
capped by the condition that the sensitivity to change of
the function value with respect to a change in position
error should be less than one. However, with the pro-
posed controller and its stability analysis, the mentioned
condition is relaxed and unnecessary, though ensures the
stability of the nonlinear bilateral teleoperation systems
in the presence of time-varying delays and bounded
actuation.

• Given certain steady-state tracking error and communi-
cation delays, the proposed control scheme is capable of
applying higher actuator torques in physical interactions
compared to the one proposed in [19], which is due to
the relaxation of the above-mentioned condition.

• For small amplitudes of the nonlinear function, because
of the capped joint-velocity component in our control
strategy, much more room is offered to the contribution
of the error signal. Consequently, the position synchro-
nization is improved in comparison with the established
nP+D controller [19]. Therefore, the proposed controller
mitigates the trade-off between the robustness to larger
time-varying delays and the tracking performance of the
telerobotic system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
gives the problem formulation while the proposed controller
and its stability analysis are studied in sections III and V,
respectively. In section IV, assumptions, definitions, lemmas
and properties as the preliminary information are discussed.
Finally, in sections VI, VII and VIII, the simulation results,
the experimental results and conclusion are discussed, respec-
tively.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Assuming that the manipulators in the teleoperation system
are modeled by Lagrangian systems, driven by actuated revo-
lute joints and their control signals are subjected to actuators
saturation, then for k∈{m,s}, the dynamics of the leader (m)
and follower (s) robots are given as

Mk(qk)q̈k+Ck(qk,q̇k)q̇k+gk(qk)=τ ek+sk(τ k) (1)

where qk,q̇k,q̈k∈Rn×1 are respectively the vectors of the
joint positions, velocities and accelerations, and n denotes
the number of joints. Mk(qk)∈Rn×n, Ck(qk,q̇k)∈Rn×n and

gk(qk)∈Rn×1 are the inertia matrix, the Coriolis/centrifugal
matrix and the gravitational vector, respectively. Moreover,
τ ek∈Rn×1 shows the exerted torques on the robots, and
τ k∈Rn×1 are robots’ control signals. The saturation of the
control signals are modeled by the vector function sk(τ k):
Rn×1→Rn×1 whose elements ski(τki):R→R;i=1,...,n, are
defined as

ski(τki)=


bki if τki>bki
τki if |τki|≤bki
−bki if τki<−bki

(2)

where bki∈R>0 is the saturation level of the corresponding
actuator, and τki is the control signal applied on the ith joint
of the robot k. To characterize the fact that the actuators are
capable of overcoming the gravity, it is required to have 0<
ωki<bki where |gki(qk)|≤ωki and gki(qk) is the ith element
of the gravity vector gk(qk). The joint-space position errors
and their derivatives are defined as (3) and (4), respectively:

em=qm−qs(t−ds), e0
m=qm−qs

es=qs−qm(t−dm), e0
s=qs−qm

(3)

ėm=q̇m−
(

1−ḋs
)
q̇s(t−ds)

ės=q̇s−
(

1−ḋm
)
q̇m(t−dm)

(4)

where dm and ds are time-varying forward (from the leader
robot to the follower robot) and backward (from the follower
robot to the leader robot) delays, respectively. In the rest of
the paper, the notations Mk, Ck and gk are used instead of
Mk(qk), Ck(qk,q̇k) and gk(qk), respectively. In the next step,
the proposed controller which is put forward to achieve ek→0̄,
is discussed.

III. THE PROPOSED CONTROLLER

Considering (1), the control signal is designed as

τ k=gk−p(ek)−σ1p(q̇k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
,δk

−σ2p(q̇k) (5)

where σ1,σ2∈R>0. Based on [19], p(ek):Rn×1→Rn×1 is a
nonlinear vector function whose elements pi(eki):R→R,i=
1,...,n are required to be strictly increasing, bounded, con-
tinuous, passing through the origin, concave for positive eki
and convex for negative eki with continuous first derivative
around the origin such that pi(−eki)=−pi(eki), and Ni=
sup{pi(eki)}. For instance, by choosing pi(eki)=aitan−1(eki)
[16], [19], [23] (see Fig. 1) or pi(eki)=aisat(eki) [22], ai>0,

all the mentioned properties are satisfied,
∂pi(eki)
∂eki

is posi-
tive and bounded, and Ni=aiπ/2 for pi(eki)=aitan−1(eki).
However, in contrary to [16], [19], [22], [23], here the upper
bound for ai can be bigger than 1 as well (see condition 12b
and Remark 2) by which, for instance, one can exert higher
actuation torques in physical interactions having a certain
steady-state tracking error (i.e., q̇k≈0).
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Fig. 1. The nonlinear function that can be utilized in the proposed controller
(PC), and the one used in the Ref. [19].

IV. PRELIMINARIES

Assumption 1. The time-varying delays in the communication
channels are continuous.

Definition 1. The operators and the environment are passive,
i.e., there exists positive constant ϑk<∞ such that

ϑk+

∫ t

0

−q̇Tk (µ)τek(µ)dµ>0 (6)

Lemma 1. The following inequalities hold [19]:

q̇Tm
(
p
(
e0
m

)
−p(em)

)
≤2|q̇m|T

∫ t

t−ds
p(|q̇s(µ)|)dµ (7)

q̇Ts
(
p
(
e0
s

)
−p(es)

)
≤2|q̇s|T

∫ t

t−dm
p(|q̇m(µ)|)dµ (8)

Lemma 2. The following inequalities hold [19]:

|q̇m|T
∫ t

t−ds
p(|q̇s(µ)|)dµ−

∫ t

t−ds
q̇Ts (µ)p(|q̇s(µ)|)dµ

≤d̄sq̇Tmp(q̇m)

(9)

|q̇s|T
∫ t

t−dm
p(|q̇m(µ)|)dµ−

∫ t

t−dm
q̇Tm(µ)p(|q̇m(µ)|)dµ

≤d̄mq̇Ts p(q̇s)

(10)

where d̄m and d̄s are the maximum of the forward and
backward time-varying delays, respectively.

Important properties of the nonlinear dynamics (1) accord-
ing to [24], [25] are as follows.

Property 1. The inertia matrix Mk∈Rn×n is symmetric
positive-definite and has the following upper and lower
bounds:

0<λmin(Mk)In≤Mk≤λmax(Mk)In<∞

Property 2. Ṁk−2Ck is a skew symmetric matrix.

Property 3. The time derivative of Ck is bounded if q̈k and
q̇k are bounded.

Property 4. The gravity vector gk is bounded. There exist
positive constants ωki such that every elements of the gravity
vector gki(qk) satisfies |gki(qk)|≤ωki.

Property 5. For a manipulator with revolute joints, there exists
a positive ϕ bounding the Coriolis/centrifugal term as follows

‖Ck(qk,x)y‖2≤ϕ‖x‖2‖y‖2

V. STABILITY ANALYSIS

Applying the controller (5) to the robots dynamics (1), the
following closed-loop dynamics can be found.

Mkq̈k+Ckq̇k+gk=τ ek+sk(δk−σ2p(q̇k)) (11)

Now, the time is ripe for studying the stability of system
with taking account of interaction forces in which we will
investigate by two cases including: 1) Theorem 1: The operator
and environment are passive and 2) Theorem 2: The human
operator applies a nonpassive force and the follower robot is in
contact with the environment which is assumed to be passive.

Theorem 1. Given the closed-loop system (11), and assuming
that the operator and the environment are passive, the signals
including joint-space position errors (3), the joints velocities
q̇k, and the joints accelerations q̈k are bounded, and converge
to zero in free motion (τ ek=0) if

σ1>2Tr and 0<σ2�1 (12a)

0<Ni<min
k

{
bki−ωki
1+σ1

}
(12b)

are satisfied. Tr is maximum round-trip delay defined as Tr,
d̄m+d̄s. Note that if p(eki)=aitan−1(eki) then Ni=aiπ/2.

Proof. Let define xt=xt(t+℘) as the state of the sys-
tem where xt(t),[qm,qs,q̇m,q̇s], −dmax≤℘≤0 and dmax=
max

(
d̄m,d̄s

)
. Therefore, for the stability analysis, Lyapunov-

Krasovskii functional v=v(xt) can be defined as

v=
∑
k

1

2
q̇TkMkq̇k︸ ︷︷ ︸
v1

+
∑
k

∫ t

0

−q̇Tk (µ)τ ek(µ)dµ+ϑk︸ ︷︷ ︸
v2

+
∑
k

∫ t

0

n∑
i=1

−q̇ki(ski(δki−σ2pi(q̇ki))−δki)dµ︸ ︷︷ ︸
v3

+

n∑
i=1

∫ qmi
−qsi

0

pi(µi)dµi︸ ︷︷ ︸
v4

+2
∑
k

∫ 0

−d̄k

∫ t

t+µ

q̇Tk (η)p(q̇k(η))dηdµ︸ ︷︷ ︸
v5

(13)
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such that δki,gki−pi(eki)−σ1pi(q̇ki). First, we need to show
that v3 is a positive function. To this end, considering (2),
Property 4 and the condition (12b), it is straightforward to
conclude that

|δki|<bki, δki=ski(δki) (14)

and since the saturation function (2) is strictly increasing in
the linear region, it warrants the following relations:

ski(δki−σ2pi(q̇ki))≤ski(δki) if q̇ki≥0

ski(δki−σ2pi(q̇ki))>ski(δki) if q̇ki<0
(15)

and therefore

−q̇ki(ski(δki−σ2pi(q̇ki))−δki)≥0 (16)

Note that under the assumption that the actuators are capable
of overcoming the gravity, bki−ωki>0. Taking the time deriva-
tive of the v(xt) by considering the closed-loop dynamics (11)
and Property 2 leads to

v̇≤
∑
k

q̇Tk (τ ek+sk(τ k)−gk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=v̇1

+
∑
k

−q̇Tkτ ek︸ ︷︷ ︸
=v̇2

+
∑
k

−q̇Tk (sk(τ k)−δk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=v̇3

+
∑
k

q̇Tkp
(
e0
k

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=v̇4

+2
∑
k

(
d̄kq̇

T
kp(q̇k)−

∫ t

t−dk
q̇Tk (µ)p(q̇k(µ))dµ

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≥v̇5

(17)

Now, we need to simplify the relation (17). To this end,
we take the following steps. Please note that, for instance, for
simplicity we use notation v̇123 for v̇1+v̇2+v̇3.

v̇123=q̇Tk (δk−gk)=−
∑
k

q̇Tk (p(ek)+σ1p(q̇k)) (18)

Adding v̇4 to (18) and using Lemma 1 we get

v̇1234≤2|q̇m|T
∫ t

t−ds
p(|q̇s(µ)|)dµ

+2|q̇s|T
∫ t

t−dm
p(|q̇m(µ)|)dµ−

∑
k

σ1q̇
T
kp(q̇k)

(19)

Adding v̇5 to (19), using Lemma 2, and defining Tr,d̄m+d̄s
as the round-trip delay results in

v̇=v̇12345≤2Trq̇
T
mp(q̇m)+2Trq̇

T
s p(q̇s)

−σ1q̇
T
mp(q̇m)−σ1q̇

T
s p(q̇s)

(20)

Therefore, in order to have v̇≤0, the following relation
should be satisfied.

σ1>2Tr (21)

Considering (15), σ2 suffices to be a ’small’ positive scalar,
or to be exact, we need 0<σ2�1. In conclusion, we would
have v̇(xt)≤0 which means that all terms in v(xt) are
bounded. Therefore, q̇k,e0

k∈L∞. For instance, considering v5

in (13), since the nonlinear function p(q̇k(η)) is bounded we
can get the boundedness of q̇k. Also, from v4 in (13), since the

nonlinear function is bounded, then the upper limit of the inte-
gration should be bounded as well, so e0

k∈L∞. Consequently
since em=e0

m+
∫ t
t−dsq̇s(τ)dτ and es=e0

s+
∫ t
t−dmq̇m(τ)dτ , so

ek∈L∞. Considering (1), using Properties 1, 4 and 5, and
given the boundedness of sk(τ k), it is possible to see that
q̈k∈L∞. Therefore, the first part of Theorem 1 is proved.

From part 1, we know e0
k,ek,q̇k,q̈k,p(q̇k)∈L∞ and given

that ∂p(q̇k)/∂q̇k is bounded, then d/dt(p(q̇k))∈L∞. Now,
integrating both sides of (20) from 0 to t, regarding Fig. 1,
and defining ψ,σ1−2Tr, one can conclude that

v(t)−v(0)

≤


−
∑
kψ‖p(q̇k)‖22 if 0<ai≤1

−
∑
kψ‖q̇k‖22 if ai>1 & |p(q̇k)|>|q̇k|

−
∑
kψ‖p(q̇k)‖22 if ai>1 & |p(q̇k)|≤|q̇k|

(22)

From (22), we have q̇k∈L2 or p(q̇k)∈L2. Thus, having
q̇k,p(q̇k)∈L2 and q̈k,d/dt(p(q̇k))∈L∞, and using Barbalat’s
lemma [26] results in q̇k→0 or p(q̇k)→0. Noting that the
nonlinear function pi(.) passes through the origin, p(q̇k)→0
gives q̇k→0 as well. Exploring (1) in free motion yields

q̈k=M−1
k (−Ckq̇k−gk+sk(δk−σ2p(q̇k))) (23)

and taking the time derivative from both sides of Eq. (23) we
get

...
qk=

d

dt

(
M−1

k

)
(−Ckq̇k−gk+sk(δk−σ2p(q̇k)))

+M−1
k

d

dt
(−Ckq̇k−gk+sk(δk−σ2p(q̇k)))

=
d

dt

(
M−1

k

)
(−Ckq̇k−gk+sk(δk−σ2p(q̇k)))

+M−1
k

d

dt
(−Ckq̇k−gk)+M−1

k ġkṡk(δk−σ2p(q̇k))

−M−1
k

d

dt
(p(ek)+σ1p(q̇k))ṡk(δk−σ2p(q̇k))

(24)

where
d

dt
(M−1

k )=−M−1
k

(
Ck+CT

k

)
Mk

is bounded due to q̇k∈L∞ and the Properties 1 and 5. Given
(4), q̇k→0, q̇k∈L∞ and Assumption 1 yields ėk∈L∞ and
so d/dt(p(ek))∈L∞. Now, 1) if |δki−σ2pi(q̇ki)|≤bki, then
by considering (2) it is obvious that ṡki(δki−σ2pi(q̇ki))=1.
Having q̇k∈L∞ gives ġk∈L∞, and considering the Prop-
erties 1, 3, 4 and 5, one can readily get

...
qk∈L∞ and 2)

if |δki−σ2pi(q̇ki)|>bki, then ṡki(δki−σ2pi(q̇ki))=0 and from
(24) again one can conclude that

...
qk∈L∞. Therefore, having...

qk∈L∞ and q̇k→0, using the Barbalat’s lemma [26] we
get q̈k→0. Now, applying q̇k,q̈k→0 into the closed-loop
dynamics (11), in free motion, we get

sk(gk−p(ek))→gk (25)

and noting that the condition (12b) implies also
0<ai≤mink{bki−ωki}, then |gki−pi(eki)|≤bki and so
s(gk−p(ek))=gk−p(ek). Thus, from (25), we get p(ek)→0
and considering that the nonlinear function pi(.) passes
through the origin, then ek→0. Therefore, the proof of
Theorem 1 has been completed.
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Now, we would like to investigate the stability of the closed-
loop system (11) when the human operator exerts a nonpassive
force. Assume that xk∈Rz×1 presents the positions of the
robots in the task-space and let z be the dimension of the task-
space. Also, we have the established relation ẋk=Jkq̇k where
Jk∈Rz×n is the Jacobian matrix of the robot k. Suppose that
the follower robot is in contact with the environment which is
assumed to be passive with respect to ẋs and let the exerted
forces be as [27]

fem=rm−αmẋm
fes=−αsẋs (26)

where rm∈Rz×1 is a positive bounded vector, and αk∈R
is a bounded nonnegative constant. Given (26), the closed
dynamics (11) can be represented as

Mkq̈k+Ckq̇k+gk=JTk fek+sk(δk−σ2p(q̇k)) (27)

Theorem 2. Consider the closed-loop dynamics (27) with the
proposed controller (5) and the exerted forces (26). All signals
in the system’s state are bounded provided that the conditions
(12a) and (12b) hold true.

Proof. Given (13), consider Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional
as v=v1+v3+v4+v5. Now, using a similar approach utilized
in the proof of Theorem 1, v̇ culminates in

v̇≤−(σ1−2Tr)q̇
T
mp(q̇m)−(σ1−2Tr)q̇

T
s p(q̇s)

+q̇TmJ
T
mfem+q̇Ts J

T
s fes

≤−(σ1−2Tr)q̇
T
mp(q̇m)−(σ1−2Tr)q̇

T
s p(q̇s)

+ẋTmrm−αmẋTmẋm−αsẋTs ẋs
≤−(σ1−2Tr)q̇

T
mp(q̇m)−(σ1−2Tr)q̇

T
s p(q̇s)

−αm‖ẋm‖22−αs‖ẋs‖22+
1

2
‖rm‖22+

1

2
‖ẋm‖22

(28)

Therefore, σ1≥2Tr is a sufficient condition for

v̇(xt)≤0, ∀ αm‖ẋm‖22+αs‖ẋs‖22≥
1

2
‖rm‖22+

1

2
‖ẋm‖22 (29)

which in turn keeps all terms in v(xt) bounded. In other
words, q̇k,e0

k,ek∈L∞. Now, consider if we have αm‖ẋm‖22+
αs‖ẋs‖22<1

2‖rm‖
2
2+

1
2‖ẋm‖

2
2. Regarding (26) and knowing that

‖rm‖2 and ‖fem‖2 are bounded, results in boundedness of
‖ẋm‖2 and so ‖ẋs‖2 is bounded. Therefore, we can con-
clude that ‖ẋk‖2 is bounded and so ẋk∈L∞. Since ‖ẋk‖∞≤
‖Jk‖∞‖q̇k‖∞, and ‖Jk‖∞ is bounded for the revolute joint
robots then it is possible to see that q̇k∈L∞, and so e0

k,ek∈
L∞. Given q̇k∈L∞, the closed-loop dynamics (11), relations
(2) and (26), and using Properties 1, 4 and 5 result in q̈k∈L∞.
Hereby, the proof of Theorem 2 is completed.

Remark 1. In teleoperation systems, the leader robot’s op-
erator needs to have a level of perception of the interaction
force between the follower robot and the environment. Thus
we investigate this necessity in the proposed control structure.
Let the follower robot be in a quasi-static hard contact with the
environment and meanwhile the operator keeps exerting force
on the end-effector of the leader robot. Therefore, q̇k,q̈k≈0
and substituting it into the closed-loop dynamics (11) yields

Fig. 2. The applied force on the end-effector of the leader.

τ ek≈p(ek) and since pi(eki) is an odd function, one can
readily conclude that τ em+τ es≈0 by exploring which it is
straightforward to infer that

fem≈−=
+
mJ

T
s fes (30)

where =+
m,
(
JmJ

T
m

)−1
Jm is the pseudo-inverse of JTm. Given

that τ ek≈p(ek) is bounded and so relation (30) is bounded,
then the static force reflection error is guaranteed to be
bounded.

Remark 2. Using the proposed controller of [19]:

τ k=gk−p(ek)−σ1q̇k (31)

and its adopted corresponding stability analysis, the stability
condition mentioned in [19] can be rearranged as

σ1>2Tr & ai≤min

{
2(bki−ωki)
π(1+σ1)

,1

}
comparing which with the stability condition of this work
obtained (through its corresponding stability analysis) as

σ1>2Tr & ai≤min

{
2(bki−ωki)
π(1+σ1)

}
,

we can see that using the capped joint-velocity in the proposed
controller and advising an appropriate stability analysis, the
nonlinear function’s limitation that the sensitivity to change of
the function value with respect to a change in position error
should be less than one, is no longer necessary.

Remark 3. The condition (12b) guarantees relations in (14),
and by setting 0<σ2�1, it can be ensured that the control
torque efforts will not undergo saturation. Therefore, regarding
condition (12a), larger time delays do not impose any lim-
itation on the applicability of the proposed controller. That
said, considering (12b), the larger the time-delays, the less the
amplitude ai can be set to meet the stability conditions.

VI. SIMULATION STUDIES

In this section, the simulation results are presented to verify
the theoretical findings. The leader and follower robots are
considered to be 3-DOF planar revolute-joint robots, each with
identical links such that Mm=0.35 kg and Lm=0.3m are cho-
sen for the mass and length parameters of the leader robot, and
Ms=0.49 kg and Ls=0.42 m for the follower robot, respec-
tively. Initial conditions qm(0)=

[
π
6,
π
6,
π
6

]T
, qs(0)=

[
π
4,
π
4,
π
4

]T
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Fig. 3. The first joint positions and the torques applied on, using the proposed
controller.

are chosen for the joint positions, and q̇k(0)=q̈k(0)=0 for
the initial joint velocities and accelerations, respectively. The
control signals of the leader and follower robots are subject
to the actuators saturation at levels ±10 N.m and ±20
N.m, respectively, i.e., bmi

=10 N.m and bsi=20 N.m. For-
ward and backward time-varying delays are assumed respec-
tively as dm(t)=0.2+0.03sin(7t)+0.08sin(4t)+0.05sin(7t)
and ds(t)=0.3+0.04sin(4t)+0.2sin(3t)+0.05sin(3t) so that
d̄m=0.36, d̄s=0.59 and thus Tr=0.95. We assume that ωmi

=
6.18 N and ωsi=12.11 N for i=1,2,3, so using stability con-
dition (12b), we get a1=a2=0.83. Therefore, the controllers
have been set to

τ k=gk−0.83tan−1(ek)−1.59tan−1(q̇k) (32)

We assume that the human operator applies his/her force
on the end-effector of the leader robot only in X-direction
according to Fig. 2, and there is a stiff wall at X=0.65 m
at the follower site. The wall is supposed to behave like a
spring-damper with a spring stiffness equal to 100 N/m and
damping coefficient equal to 6N.s/m. Therefore, when the
end-effector of the follower robot reaches the wall and tries to
move further in positive X-direction, the feedback force in the
negative X-direction will be fwx

=100(X−0.65)+6Ẋ N for
X≥0.65 m, and in Y-direction will be fwy

=0. Therefore, the
reflected force will impede the advance of the follower robot’s
end-effector through an equivalent torque of JTs [fwx 0]

T on the
joints of the follower robot. Fig. 3 shows the operator and
wall exerted torques on the first joints of the robots, and also
trajectories of the first joints during free-space motion and
contact motion. As it can be seen from Fig. 3 and according
to Remark 1, in steady state, the applied torques converge.
For the sake of brevity, only the results of the first joints were
shown and discussed, and similar outputs for the rest can be
inferred.

Now, we tend to make a comparison between the perfor-
mance of the proposed controller and the controller used in
[19] as our benchmark controller. Given the applied force
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the joint position errors between the leader and follower
robots, using the proposed controller and the controller of [19].

in Fig. 2, and the controller (32), the simulation results are
shown in Fig. 4 for the space-free motion error between
the joint positions, i.e., e(t)=qm(t)−qs(t). As we can see,
the proposed controller outperforms the benchmark controller
in terms of settling time and transient error so that the
synchronisation has been improved. It would be also useful
to compare the performance of the proposed controller with
the controller of [19] in terms of the amount of the control
effort applied on the joints. Fig. 5 shows the control torques
applied on the joints of the leader and follower robots using the
proposed controller (PC) and adopting the controller of [19].
Considering Figs. 4 and 5, it is obvious that though the amount
of the control efforts exerted on the leader robot through the
both methods are practically the same, but using the proposed
controller, the resultant control effort on the follower robot
is larger which results in better synchronization performance.
In other words, since the control inputs do not exceed the
allowable actuation limits (saturation limits), having a better
synchronization warrants exerting an admissible larger actua-
tion effort.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS

The functionality of the proposed bilateral nP+D control
strategy is evaluated experimentally using a tele-robotic system
including a Phantom Premium 1.5A robot (Geomagic Inc.,
Wilmington, USA) and a Quanser Robot (Quanser Consult-
ing Inc., Markham, Canada) as the leader and follower, as
demonstrated in Fig. 6. The first revolute joint of the Phantom
Premium robot is locked in order to work with next two
ones and have the same kinematics as Quanser robot with
serial 2-DOF RR mechanism. The kinematics and dynamics of
these robots were described in [28] and [29], respectively. The
Quanser Robot is equipped with the Axia80-ZC22 F/T sensor
(ATI Industrial Automation, Apex, NC, USA) to measure
environment forces exerted on its end-effector. The QUARC
(Quanser Real-Time Control) system is utilized as the software
environment to effectuate the bilateral controller with the
sampling rate of 1 kHz. In this experiment, the operator
moves the leader (Phantom) robot to conduct a peg-in-hole
task remotely by the follower (Quanser) robot.

In the teleoperation task, the maximum time delay of 200
ms is considered between the leader and follower for d̄m and
d̄s. In this case, the proposed controller’s gains are adjusted
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Fig. 5. Comparison between the control torque efforts exerted on the joints
using using the proposed controller (PC) and the controller of [19].

Fig. 6. Telerobotic experimental system: Phantom Premium robot (top-left) is
the leader and Quanser robot (down-right) is as the follower, for performing
a peg-in-hole task.

based on (12a) and (12b) to make the teleoperation system
robust against this time delay such that we set σ1=0.85, and
considering bmi=2.4 N.m and bsi=10 N.m, Ni and ai are
obtained as 1.30 and 0.83. The trajectory tracking performance
of this leader-follower system in the joint space is shown
in Fig. 7 before and after having physical interaction with
the environment during the free motion and the insertion in
the hole. As can be seen, the follower robot could track
the leader’s trajectory for each joint with less than 0.03 rad
error that occurred during the interaction with the environment
before insertion of the peg into the hole at t=10.75 sec.
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Fig. 7. Joint positions of the leader and follower robots using the proposed
controller with adjusted gains and the maximum communication delay of 200
ms.
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Fig. 8. X, Y and 2D trajectories of the follower robot and the corresponding
environment forces exerted on it during the peg-in-hole task.

The X and Y trajectories and forces of the follower’s end-
effector with respect to the time and its motion in the 2D space
are illustrated in Fig. 8. As seen, the end-effector is moved
toward the environment surface placed at Y =0.021 m, and
then the operator applies a palpation force and slides along
the X direction to reach out the hole (slot) placed between
X=0.195 m and X=0.215 m. This insertion into the hole is
occurred at t=10.75 sec, when a sudden shift in Y direction
is observed. After this moment, the follower’s end-effector is
moved mostly along Y axis (through the slot) and the external
environment force decreased considerably to zero, as shown
in Fig. 8.

Regarding the obtained results in this experimental study,
the presented nonlinear bilateral control method was capa-
ble of facilitating a perfect position synchronization between
leader and follower robots in free-space motions. Furthermore,
a suitable teleoperation performance is obtained with bounded
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tracking error between robots during the physical interaction of
the follower with the environment (in the presence of external
forces). By appropriate adjustment of the controller’s gains, the
multi-DOF telerobotic system was made robust against high
levels of communication delay.

VIII. CONCLUSION

A new nonlinear bilateral delay-robust controller was de-
veloped for the synchronization of multi-DOF telerobotic
systems. The leader and follower robots were subjected to
bounded actuation and time-varying delays in their signal com-
munication. The proposed controller attenuated the compro-
mise between the tracking performance and robustness against
large time-varying delays due to its special design, resulted in
facilitating both simultaneously. A limitation on the ampli-
tude of a nonlinear function in the control law was relaxed
compared to similar previous control designs. The proposed
control strategy was assessed through simulation studies and
experiments in free-space motions and physical interactions,
having multi-DOF robots (such as Phantom Premium and
Quanser) and a real-time control system. Appropriate tracking
performance and robustness features were achieved due to
the suitable adjustment of the controller gains. It is worth
mentioning that the packet loss in communication channels
and low sampling rates for implementation of the bilateral
controller can occur as practical challenges, which will be
taken into account in our future studies.
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